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At the present stage of development of domestic science of speech therapy in the Republic of Belarus uses the coexistence of two classifications of speech disorders: clinical-educational, psychological-pedagogical.
Clinical-educational classification of teaching is focused on the development of a differentiated approach to overcoming speech disorders and suggests detailing their types and forms.
Clinical and educational classification

• Violation speech
• Violation writing
Violations speech

- Violation phonation (external) registration statement
- Violation structural and semantic (internal) registration statement
Violations phonation (external) registration statement

1) violation of voice (dysphonia, aphonia)
2) violation of the tempo-rhythmic organization of utterances (bradilalia, tachylalia, stuttering)
3) violation of pronunciation of speech organization (dyslalia, nasality, dysarthria)
Violations of the structural and semantic (internal) registration statement

-alalia
-aphasia
-uncomplicated variant of the general speech underdevelopment
Violations written

- dyslexia (alexia)
- dysgraphia (agraphia)
- dyzorfographia
Psycho-pedagogical classification of the group is focused on the organization of logopedic work involves accounting and general manifestations of disorders of speech functional system with various forms of speech disorders.
Psychological-pedagogical classification

• Violation means of communication
• Violation in the use of communication tools
Violation means of communication

- phonetics speech underdevelopment
- phonetics-phonemic speech underdevelopment
- general underdevelopment of speech
Violations in the use of means of communication
Disorders of reading and writing in this classification are considered as a part of phonetics-phonemic and general underdevelopment of speech as their long-term effects.
The definitions of the various forms of speech disorders
The definitions of the various forms of speech disorders

Dysphonia (aphonia) - disorder or lack of phonation due to pathological changes of the vocal apparatus
The definitions of the various forms of speech disorders

bradilalia - abnormally slow rate of speech

tachylalia - abnormally rapid rate of speech

stuttering - a violation of tempo-rhythmic organization of speech caused a convulsive state muscles vocal apparatus
The definitions of the various forms of speech disorders

dyslalia - violation pronunciation of sounds with normal hearing and intact innervation of the vocal apparatus

nasality - a violation of the tone of voice and pronunciation of sounds caused anatomical and physiological disturbances of the speech apparatus

dysarthria - a violation of articulatory aspect of speech, due to lack of innervation of the articulatory apparatus
The definitions of the various forms of speech disorders

alalia - the absence or underdevelopment of speech due to mild expressed organic bilateral lesion of the cerebral cortex during the prenatal or early period of child development.

aphasia - total or partial loss of speech due to localized brain damage

uncomplicated variant of the general speech underdevelopment - general underdevelopment of speech of unknown pathogenesis / as a abnormal conditions of formation of speech in the family / as a result of social deprivation
The definitions of the various forms of speech disorders

dyslexia - partial specific violation of the reading process

dysgraphia - a partial violation of a specific process of writing

dyzorfographia - persistent breach in the mastery of spelling knowledge, skills and abilities
The definitions of the various forms of speech disorders

phonetic speech underdevelopment - violation of pronunciation of individual sounds

phonetic-phonemic speech underdevelopment - failure to establish a system of pronunciation of the native language in children with speech disorders due to different perception of failure and difficulties of pronunciation of phonemes

general speech underdevelopment - a variety of complex speech disorders in which disturbed the formation of all components of the speech system relating to sound and meaning side
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